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NEW QUESTION: 1
A systems administrator establishes a CIFS share on a UNIX
device to share data to Windows systems. The security
authentication on the Windows domain is set to the highest
level. Windows users are stating that they cannot authenticate
to the UNIX share. Which of the following settings on the UNIX
server would correct this problem?
A. Accept only LM
B. Accept only NTLM
C. Refuse NTLMv2 and accept LM
D. Refuse LM and only accept NTLMv2
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
In a Windows network, NT LAN Manager (NTLM) is a suite of
Microsoft security protocols that provides authentication,
integrity, and confidentiality to users. NTLM is the successor
to the authentication protocol in Microsoft LAN Manager (LANMAN
or LM), an older Microsoft product, and attempts to provide
backwards compatibility with LANMAN. NTLM version 2 (NTLMv2),
which was introduced in Windows NT 4.0 SP4 (and natively
supported in Windows 2000), enhances NTLM security by hardening
the protocol against many spoofing attacks, and adding the

ability for a server to authenticate to the client.
This question states that the security authentication on the
Windows domain is set to the highest level. This will be
NTLMv2. Therefore, the answer to the question is to allow
NTLMv2 which will enable the Windows users to connect to the
UNIX server. To improve security, we should disable the old and
insecure LM protocol as it is not used by the Windows
computers.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which SAS program will divide the original data set into 60%
training and 40% validation data sets,
stratified by county?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

D
B
C
A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about Cisco IDS are true? (Choose two.)
A. It is used for installations that require strong
network-based protection and that include sensor tuning.
B. It is used to boost sensor sensitivity at the expense of
false positives.
C. It is used to monitor critical systems and to avoid false
positives that block traffic.
D. It is used primarily to inspect egress traffic, to filter
outgoing threats.
E. It is preferred for detection-only deployment.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You are the administrator for a Data Quality Server. You are
adding a user who must have permission to:
-Edit and execute a project View the activity monitoring data
This user must not be able to:
-Perform any kind of knowledge management Create or change a
knowledge base
Terminate an activity or perform administrative duties
You need to develop a Transact-SQL (T-SQL) script to meet these
requirements.

What should you do? (To answer, drag the appropriate code
segment or segments to the correct location or locations in the
answer area.)
Answer:
Explanation:
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